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Mark A. Lamprecht Would love to hear your thoughts on this podcast.
https://www.raanetwork.org/pass-mic-white-ally/
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Kay JayGee Hey Rich. I understand where doc is coming from, but I do
believe he's missed some things and quite misunderstood some things. I've
been holding my tongue on this for a while, seeing who would chime in and
what they would say, but I might need to chim... See More
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Frankly, as a bible believing and following christian, I find this entire
discussion repulsive. I am finding out how many around me are
reformed by tradition rather than scripture. It has been very eye
opening.
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Luke Walker Rich, I love what you and Dr White do at AO. Listening
to the DL is one of the things I really look forward to every week.
There are lots of repulsive things being said. It's sickening to see so
many who clearly never listen Dr White all of a sudden showing a
keen interest in throwing fierce rebukes upon him. But not all that's
being said is repulsive and not all who are speaking up are spewing
vitriol at him.
Reformed African American Christians aren't talking about something
that happened 150 years ago that has no bearing on the real life
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experience of so many people of color today. Segregation, white flight,
the creation of black inner city conditions, the consistent media
portrayal of young black men, and the refusal of Conservative
seminaries to admit black students are things that historically
speaking happened yesterday and have massive bearing on society
and the American church today.
I'm praying that the Lord will show this to Dr White. Perhaps after the
dust settles.
I still for my part hold you all in high regard and will continue to listen
to and be blessed by the material you put out.
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Write a reply...
Kay JayGee Well, if you were reformed by scripture, you'd be presbyterian
Rich.
(joking...only somewhat....LOL)
Luke has a very strong point that you may want to give heavy consideration to.
And my response that I began typing is turning into the blogpost I was going to
write anyway, so I'm going to transfer it to Wordpress. I'll tag you and Doc on it
in a bit.
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Kay JayGee and I promise more light than heat. No one is served by my inner
"angry black man" coming out.
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Vivienne R. Goosby That title though! lol...can't wait to read. Should be
interesting...
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Kay JayGee Mark - I'm moving through the RAAN podcast now....
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Mark A. Lamprecht I have not heard that RAAN episode yet.
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Kay JayGee I'm also going to touch on JRW's podcast released April 31.
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Well, be assured, both James and myself are taking notes. We are
encouraging others to do the same. Factious men will be marked out as some
already have.
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Kay JayGee OR.... instead of listening to respond, you could listen to
understand. The latter may be a wiser move, imo.
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Did you think that the phrase "ethnic gnosticism" was just a cute
buzzphrase? It isn't. We are taking this matter very seriously and see
it as men violating Galatians 3:28 directly.
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and in some cases it may result in our contacting elders.
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Kay JayGee I actually think your phrase "ethnic gnosticism" is
completely unwarranted, as no one has said that "unless you're black
you won't understand". I think you've used that and Gal. 3:28 to avoid
and dismiss criticism. Truthfully, the phrase has done more to inflame
folks than help.
What I do think is that Dr. White has shown more care in dealing with
how Muslims are spoken to as well as how Mormons are spoken to
than how he spoke about the young black teen in his original post.
He's also spoken less softly, patiently and graciously (and I think I can
lump you into that crowd as well) about those you've disagreed with
who are critical than you would to a Muslim or Mormon. Are you out to
prove you are right or to find a basis to build bridges with your AfricanAmerican brothers and sisters ?
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And by the way, I'm an ordained deacon in the PCA. Scott Allen
Bridges is my pastor. He's been busy, but he's been reading.
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Noted
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Write a reply...
Hermonta Godwin Why is there an assumption that one has not really
listened if one disagrees? Kerry you made a Presby reference. Do you believe
that the only way to be a Baptist is if one does not listen honestly to Presby
arguments? If not then why does such thinking not influence your stance here.
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Like · Reply · 17 mins
Hermonta Godwin Well let us look at the OP. If honest disagreement
is possible what does the point of minorities are here to stay make?
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Kay JayGee Well....are we dealing with honest disagreement here ?
That's the first question.
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Hermonta Godwin And I think Presbyterianism is taught by Scripture.
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